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1. Overall description:

ETSI ISG mWT is pleased to announce the publication of its ETSI Group Report gr_mWT025v010101p titled “Wireless Backhaul Network and Services Automation: SDN SBI YANG models”.

The report gives detailed description of prioritised set of use cases that are “close-to-implementation” for support of service automation over wireless backhaul networks.

The report includes a list of relevant attributes to be considered for each use case and presents analysis of existing standard YANG models (e.g. ONF, IETF, IEEE) identifying gaps in the available models with respect to the defined use cases and it discusses potential implementation issues.

2. Actions:

ETSI ISG mWT invite the recipients of this LS to collaborate with mWT to discuss ways to further develop their relevant standards in to close the identified gaps in order to facilitate and speed up realisation of service automation within operator networks.

3. Date of next meetings of the originator:

ETSI WG mWT#20 is currently scheduled from 21 – 23 September 2021.
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